
Dividends Horizon



Collective and Individual Pursuits

Dividends Horizon® offers continuity between workplace furniture and interior 

architecture, offering planning opportunities to optimize users’ relationships to 

their work areas and those around them. Designed to embrace organizational 

change, Dividends Horizon moves the workplace forward both practically and 

aesthetically, creating a sense of community and structured space.
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Rational Space for Shared Work
Dividends Horizon workstations in Beige Mist Metallic paint with 36"-high  

panels in Knoll Hopsack, Buff; Worksurfaces in Bright White laminate. 
Generation by Knoll® chairs in Light finish with Desert back and seat in 

Spinneybeck® Acqua AU655, Flying Dutchman. X-base table in Beige Mist 
Metallic with top in Bright White; Moment™ side chair in Trivalent Chrome with 

White back and seat in Utmost, Bisque.
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Structured Space
72"-wide credenza, above, in Medium Metallic Grey paint with Bright White laminate top and Medium 
Teak Techwood sliding door and drawer fronts offers ample storage as well as an impromptu seating 
area. 48"-wide credenzas in Medium Metallic Grey paint with Bright White laminate top and drawer 
fronts, far right, create workstation boundaries in a Dividends Horizon benching application.
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Multi-Modal Planning 

For organizations seeking to simplify the  

furnishing process, Dividends Horizon offers 

a full portfolio of easily reconfigurable panel-

based and benching options, as well as  

private office furniture and a full range of  

meeting and conference tables. Dividends 

Horizon transforms the workplace with  

creative, pragmatic planning that responds  

to today’s multi-modal work environment.
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Transparency for Individuals and Teams

With strong horizontal lines and a luminous visual presence defined by 

diverse material options, Dividends Horizon offers depth and character  

to any workspace. Open Weave screens and frameless add-up screens 

offer opportunities to plan panel-based or table-oriented, benching  

workstations with access to natural light.

Linear and Luminous
The artful contrast of structure and materials, left, with 57"-high panels in Medium Teak Techwood, and 
Open Weave screens in WarpNet, Dark Value Grey, an innovative structural textile by Suzanne Tick.  
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Design for the Dynamic Workplace

Dividends Horizon’s simple frame and tile panel design, in combination with Open Weave  

fabric screens, supports changing aesthetic and functional needs. The result: a consistent 

visual language and refined details.
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Spatial Energy
42"-high Open Weave Screens in Warpnet, Medium Grey, foreground, offset by the signature Dividends Horizon 
triangular frame in Bright White. 64"-High panels in Interknit, Gale. Stacking capability offers second tier load 
bearing; overhead cabinets in Bright White. EWC Tech™ chairs, foreground, with Beige Taupe suspension back 
and Eclat Weave, Tangerine, seat cushion; EWC Sport™ chairs, background, in Harrison, Blair, with back and seat 
accent in EWC Sport Beige Taupe.
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Illuminating the Interior Landscape

Dividends Horizon offers continuity between furniture and interior architecture, providing broad 

opportunities to plan workstations with access to natural light. With a focus on  optimizing 

users’ relationships to their workstations and those around them, Dividends Horizon creates 

an exceptionally light and technologically efficient workplace.

Open Weave Screens Plus Three Panel Options
Dividends Horizon includes three base panel options: Standard; Tile-to-Floor; and Open Base, above. Freestanding Table Desk in Cherry 
Techwood, opposite; 36"-high panels in Palladium, Talc, with Triangular Frame, meet a standard 36"-high panel with 21"-high Open Weave 
Screens in Warpnet, White; Life® chairs, above, Plum BSF and seat in Grape, and, right, in Beige BSF and seat in Beige.
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Pragmatic Private Offices

Dividends Horizon incorporates contemporary furniture elements 

to create efficient, yet classic, private offices. Versatile in scope, 

Dividends Horizon for the private office is available wall mounted, 

freestanding, or a combination of the two.

Planning Alternatives   
Whether you are planning an office with a peninsula desk and work wall, opposite, a U-shaped desk with 
storage, above left, or a table desk and credenza, left, Dividends Horizon offers the flexibility and scope to 
meet virtually any private office need. Offices shown in Bright White laminate, Medium Metallic Grey paint, 
and Wenge Techwood veneer.
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Knoll Systems
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Tables for Every Application
Dividends Horizon tables are available in three height ranges: standard 28½"-high meeting tables; 36"- and 
42"-high for café applications; and 17" and 21" for lounge areas. Shown, above right, with Moment™ side 
chairs; right, with Saarinen stools; and facing, with Bertoia barstools.

Distinctive Group Spaces

Carefully detailed Dividends Horizon tables enhance the refined aesthetic 

of the Dividends Horizon workplace. Offering a broad range of sizes, 

Dividends Horizon tables are available in five heights and shapes, and 

lengths of up to 144 inches.



Dividends Horizon®

Dividends Horizon provides a full portfolio of solutions for open plan, private offices and common areas, defining the workplace 
with pragmatic planning and new aesthetic opportunities. Designed by Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas Dodziuk with David Noel. 
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